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Dynamics of the React i.on of N+ with H2 . 

E. A. Gislason, Bruce H. Mahan, Chi-wing Tsao, 

and Arthur s. Werner 

Inorganic Materials Research Division of the Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry, 

University of California, Berkeley, California. 

The reaction N+(H2 ,H)NH+ has been investigated 

by measuring the velocity vector distribution of 

product ions formed when a collimated, mass analyzed 

beam of reactant ions impinges on a target gas. In 

the 2.5-8.1 eV range of initial relative energies, 

the reaction proceeds by a direct interaction 

mechanism with predominant forward scattering. The 

forward scattered NH+ is more excited internally 

than would be expected from the spectator stripping 

model, and the internal excitation markedly decreases 

as the scattering angle increases. There is evidence 

that at initial relative energies below 4 ev, the 

+ 4 -principal product is NH in the a L state, while at 

initi~l relative energies above 6.5 ev, the X 2 n 

state of NH+ is formed predominantly. 
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In~estigations1~ 5 of the energy and angular distributions 

of the products of the exothermic atom transfer r·eactions 

- N D+ + D 2 
(l) 

( 2) -

have shown that over a wide range of initial relative trans-

lational energies, these processes occur by a d~rect or 

impUlsive interaction mechanism in which the products are 

predominantly scattered in the forward, or small angle region . . .· . 
of the relative velocity vector space. Indeed, despite the 

differences in molecular complexity and thermodynamics of 

these reactions, the-N
2

D+ and ArD+.velocity vector distribu-
I 

tions are very similar. In order to assess the sensitivity .,. 

of ion-molecule reactive scattering measurements to such 

properties of a reaction such as exothermicity, .it seemed to 

us appropriate and valuable to investigate the dynamic of 

a reaction .which had energetics_ significantly different from 

those of reactions (l) and (2). Accordingly, w~ report here 

our measurements of t~e velocity vector distributions of NH+ 

formed by reaction of N+( 3P) with H2 . 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The instrument used in this work consists of a magnetic 

mass spectrometer for preparation of-a collimated beam of 

primary ions of known mass and energy, a scattering cell to 

contain the target gas, and an ion detection train made up 

of an electrostatic energy analyzer, a quadrupole mass filter, 

.-

, 
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and an ion counter. The detector components and the exit 

aperture of the scattering cell are mounted on a rotatable 

lid which permits simultaneous angular and energy measurements 

on the ion products. The major components of the apparatus 

have been described in detail previously.
3 

In all important 

respects, the constitution and operation ofthe apparatus 

and the data acquisition and reduction techniques were the 

same as we used in earlier work. 

The N+ ions were produced by impact of 50-100 ev electrons 

on N2 . Examination of N+ which had been scattered by He 

showed 6 inelastic features which could be assigned to 

collision induced electronic transitions of N+ from its ground 
3 . 3 

state ( P) to its first excited D state. Some evidence of 

the presence of N+ ( 5s) was found in an inelastic feature 

which was best assigned as N+( 5s - 3D) for which the transition 

energy is. 5.59 eV. However, the transition N+(
3P- 5s) 

involving ground state N+ requires only 5.85 eV, and may be 

at least partly responsible for what we measure as a 5.7 ± 0.1 

eV transition. While some N+( 5s) may have been present, the 

reactive scattering measurements (vide infra) gave no evidence 

of the extremely exothermic reactions of this ion. No 

evidence of other excited states of N+ was found. Thus, most 

if not all N+ in the momentum analyzed beam was in its elec-

tronic ground state. 
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RESUL'I'S 

Twelve experiments were performed in which the velocity 

spectrum of the product ions in the initial direction of the 

ion beam was measured. In general, these velocity spectra 

show an intense. NH+peak with a velocity greater than that of 

the center of mass, and a second less intense peak at a 
: 

velocity less than that of the center of ~ass. The locations 

and intensities of these peaks are given in Table I. 

In two experiments., complete velocity vector distributions 

were measured, and contour maps giving the specific product 

intensity in arbitrary units as a function of the speed and 

the scattering angle in the center of mass coordinate system. 

Since the qualitative features of both maps were quite similar, 

only one is shown in Fig. 1. Differential cross sections in 

the center of mass system were computed from these maps. 

Although the resolution in the center of mass system is only 
o I-

40 , it was clear that the differential cross sections are 

strongly peaked in the forward or small direction, and essen

tially constant at angles greater than 80°. There is relatively 

less forward scattering at 5.01 eV than at 3.98 eV relative 

energy, which indicates that the product angular distributions 

are broadened at high energies. 

DISCUSSION 

The reaction 

has apparently been investigated only once- before. Using a 

II 

.. -
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flowing afterglow technique, Fehsenfeld, Scruneltekopf, and 

7 -9 I o Ferguson found a rate constant of 0.56 x 10 cc sec at 300 K, 

which is between two and three times smaller than the value 

calculated from the Langenin polarization model. 8 In our own 

work on this reaction, we have observed qualitatively that the 

cross section is noticeably smaller than those of the 

N;(D2 ,D)N2D+ and Ar+(~.2 ,D)ArD+ reactions, which is consistent 

with the finding of Fehsenfeld et al. 7 for the thermal rate 

constant. 

The energetics of the N+-H2 reaction are rather uncertain. 
. 9 

Recently Liu and Verhaegen have discussed the bond energies 

+ and term values for CH and NH , and reported an LCAO-MO-SCF 

calculation which gives 3.39 eV as the NH+ bond energy. This 

value is very probably close to being correct, but is if 

anything too small, since it leads to the conclusion that the 

+ N -H2 reaction is 0.15 eV endothermic. This is inconsistent 

with the rate constant measured by Fehsenfeld et ~1., 7 which 

would allow at most 0.05 eV endothermicity. Another estimate
9 

of D(NH+) based on approximate experimental values of the 

ionization potential and dissociation energy_ of NH is 3.7 eV, 

which would make the N+-H reaction 0.15 eV exothermic. Since 
2 

the exact value of the bond energy is unknown, we will assume 

for the purposes of discussion that it is equal to the mean 

of these two estimates, or 3.55 ev. This leads to a value 

of zero for 6E
0

, which is equal to the approximate upper lirrit 
0 

consistent with the measured rate constant. As we show subse-

quently the veloci.ty vector distribution of mi+ also is con

sistent with a near zero value for 6E
0

. 
0 
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-1- . 
The NH ion has several low-lying elcctTonic st0. tes vrhi<..:h 

can be reached at the energies invo~ved in these experiments. 

The locations of these states and.the nature:their adiabatic 
' . 

dissociation products are indicated by the approximate 

potential energy curves 9 in Fig._ 2. These data allow us to 

estimate the limits of Q, the Chang~.: in. the relative kinetic 

energy which can accompany productio? of each electronic state. 
~. 

We have 

where U is the internal (vibrational and rotational) excitation 

of NH+ in a particular electronic· state- whose· formation from 

N+ and H2 is accompanied by an energy change of 6E~. The lower 

limit for U is zero, an6 the upper limit is the dissociation 

energy.D of the particular electronic state involved. Thus 

Table II g-ives the limits of Q, for the five accessible bound 

electronic states of NH+. 

The intensity data given in Table I and the intensity 

contour map in Fig. 1 show that over the range of initial 

relative energies from. 2.52 to 8..18 ev there is no synunetry 

in the product distribution about the ±goo line in the 

barycentric coordinate system. Thus, despite the fact that 

NH~ is a knovni sta~le gaseous ion, the N+ -H2 reaction proceeds 

through a collision intermediate which exists for less than a 

rotational period, at least in this higher energy regime. In 

this respect it is very much like the co+-H2 reaction, 10 which 

{ I 
"II 
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also proceeds by a direct interaction, even though n
2

co+ is 

a strongly bound ion. 

It is also of interest to contrast the N+(H2 ,H)NH+ with 

the o;(n2 ,n)no; reaction which has been investigated in our 

laboratory. 11 The latter is an endothermic reaction in which 

the collision intermediate n2o; is bound by 4.6 eV with respect 

to product asymptotic states, and 2.6 eV with respect to 

asymptotic reactant states. The formation of no; proceeds 

via a long-lived collision complex when the initial relative 

energy is less than 5 eV, which corresponds to the collision 

complex having up to 3 eV in excess of the 4.6 eV necessary 

' + . to dissociate to products. In the N -H2 system at our lowest 

relative energy the NH; collision intermediate has only 2.5 eV 

internal energy in excess of the approximately 6 eV needed to 

dissociate to NH+ + H, and yet does not exist for as much as 

a.rotational period. These observations suggest the followine; 

tentative hypothesis. The e~istence of a deep well in the 

potential energy surface is not a sufficient condition for 

the occurrence of a long-lived .collision complex as the domin~nt 

feature of the reaction dynamics. It is apparently necessary 

for direct interactions such as spectator stripping which 

have intrinsically large cross sections to be blocked by energy 

requirements such as those discussed11 in connection with the 

o;(n2 ,n)no; reaction. 

Having ascertained the direct nature of the interaction 

which leads to reaction, it is of interest to see how clearly 

the final relative energy of the products lies to the predictions 
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. 
of the prDnitive spectator stripping model. ~his comparison 

is cmade.in Fig. 3, where the Q values measured at the intense 

forward peak are plotted as a function of the initial 

energy. 

It is clear that at all initial relative energies, the 

experimental Q value is more negative, and hence the products 

are more internally exicted than the predictions of the 

• spectator stripping model. Once again a resemblance to the 

CO+-H2 reaction is evident, since this reaction also shows 

Q values more negative than the spectator stripping predictions 

in the range of initial relative energj_es from 2 to 5.5 ev. 

Evidently the features of_the pote~tial energy surfaces which 

arise from the strongly bound NH; or H2 co+ in their equilibrium 

configurations also influence the coupling between the atoms 

in the highly distorted configurations which occur in reaction 

by direct interaction, and more nearly bring about equilibra

tion of energy between internal and transl~tional modes of 

the products. 

While Fig. 3 shows that the experimental values of Q 

decrease approximately linearly as the initial relative energy 

increases from 2.5 to 4 eV, a break in the curve occurs from 

4 to 6.5 ev. The occur~ence of this break at a value of Q of 

approximately -3.5 eV suggests that this phenomenon is asso

ciated with the fact that the a 4
2:- state of NH+ is unstabte 

with respect to dissociation for Q ~ -3.5 eV. If a 
4
L- i'V"ere 

the only state of NH+ formed at initial relative energies below 

( ) 

11. 

,• 

,... .... j 

I l 
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6.5 eV, products would be observed only if they received suffi-

cient acceleration to have Q ~ -3.5 ev. On the other hand, if 

the x2 rr state of NH+ were formed exclusively, Q could go as 

low as -4.48 eV before NH+ became unstable, assuming that l'Hl+ 

dissociates adiabatically. The form of the curve in Fig. 3 

suggests that initial relative energies below 6.5 ev, NH+(a4z-) 

is the principal reaction product, and that between 6.5 eV and 

8.1 ev, the x2 rr state is formed predominately. 

Figure 1, the contour map of scattered intensity, shows 

that virtually all NH+ is enclosed by a circle which corresponds 

to Q = 0.6 ev. This strongly suggests that the maximum Q, and 

hence -~E~, is less than 0.6 eV, since motion of the target 

gas and finite apparatus resolution generally cause intensity 

to appear in regions which correspond to Q values greater than 

the calculated upper limit. Thus the scattering data are 

consistent with the earlier estimate that ~E~ :;;- o. 
In Fig. 1 it is clear that considerable product intensity 

lies at values of Q less than -3.5 eV, the most negative value 

at which the a 4
2:.- state is stable. Some of this intensity Y!~'='-Y 

be contributed by any NH+ which is formed in the x2 rr state. 

However, intensity in this region is by no means proof that 

x2n molecules are being formed. It can all be simply explained 

as a consequence of target gas motion, detector resolution, 

and primary ion beam width. Similar effects have been found in 

our investigations of the Ar+-D2 and N;-n2 reactions, where the 

products do not have low lying excited electronic states. 
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Figure 1 also shows particularly clearly that the n:ost 

probable value of Q for the_ products is a Strong function of 

scattering angle. Small impact parameter collisions w_hich 

are responsible for large _angle .scattering lead to NH+ which 

has 1.7 eV less internal energy than.the NH+ produced by grazinf, 

collisions. Table I shows that this qualitative difference 

in Q for forward arid back scattered products persists over 

virtually the entire range of initial_ relative collision 

energies. Only at the lowe_st initial relative energy that a 

back sc~ttered peak can be clearly discerned are the values of 

·Q -for forward and back scattered products similar. The. 

increase in Q with increasing scattering angle has also been 

observed in the N;-n2 and Ar+-D2 systems, although in much 

less extreme form. 

St.JW-1ARY 

The reaction N+(H2 ,H)NH+ shows kinematics which are 

notably different from t_hose of any other ion-molecule reaction 

studied by the ion beam technique. In the 2.5-8.1 eV range 

of initial relative energies, the reaction proceeds by a direct 

interaction mechanism, with predominant forward scattering. 

No evidence of a persistent collision complex was found, 

despite the considerable thermodynamic stability of NH;. The 

total reaction cross section is smaller and the angular distri

bution is less sharply forward peaked than the product distri

butions for the N;-n2 and Ar+-D2 reactions. The forward 

scattered NH+ is more 'excited internally than would be expeeted 

I.' 
"\'' 

I 
I 

Jl 
' I 
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from the spectator stripping model, showing that there is 

some coupling of all atoms even in the higher energy grazing 

collisions. The product internal energy decreases as the 

scattering angle increases. The dependence of the most 

probably internal energy of forward scattered products on the 

initial relative energy suggests that below 4 ev initial rela-
+ 4 - . 

tive energy, the principal product is NH (a~ ) while above 

6.5 eV, the x2n state of NH+ predominates. This appears to 

be the first evidence obtained by scattering techniques of 

the formation of more than one electronic state of product 

molecules in a chemical reaction. 
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Table I. Energy and Intensity of Forward 

and Backward Scatterine. 

==============='================= -· ···--

20.14 

30.09 

31.84 

35.36 

40.09 

45.05 

49.80 

50.09 

53.39 

56.61 

60.16 

65.41 

16.7 

20.4 

20.96 

22.1 

23.5 

24.9 

26.2 

26.3 

27.1 

27.9 

28.8 

30.0 

2. 52 

3.76 

3.98 

4. 42 

5. 01 

5.63 

6.22 

6.26 

6.67 

7. 08 

7. 52 

8.18 

V/V a Q 
0 

( 0 . 92 3 ) ( -1 • 7 ) c 

0.923 

o. 927 

o. 926 

0.923 

0.924 

o. 929 

0.932 

0.931 

0.932 

0.931 

0.934 

-2.59 

-2.50 

-2.83 

. -3. 43 

-3.70 

-3.70 

-3.50 

-3.76 

-4.04 

-4.31 

-4.27 

V/V a Q 
0 

(0.825) 

0.820 

0.806 

0.807 

0.805 

0.809 

( 0. 807) 

0.807 

(-2.50) 

-2.38 

-1.73 

-2.10 

-2.29 

-2.5 

(-2.65) 

-2.53 

a. Ratio of product velocity at intensity maximum to initial 

projectile velocity. For the spectator stripping model, 

V/V 
0 

= 0. 933. 

b. Arbitrary unite. 

c. Location of the peak quite uncertain. 

6 

5.3 

6.5 

4.8 

12 

7.7 

6.9 

4.2 

. ·~ 
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Table II 

Energies {ev) for NH+ .r 

.. , 
J 

b 
State Diss. Products Da !lEo ~in ~ax 0 

X 2rr N+( 3P), H 4.50 0 -4.50 0 

4 - +(4 ) a 2. N S , ·+ 
H 3.55 0.04 -3.59 -0.01 

A 2 -
2. N+(3P), H 1.83 2. 67 -4.50 -2.67 

B 26 N( 2D), H+ 2. 61 2.81 -5.42 -2.81 

c 2 + 
2. N+( 1D), H 2.11 4.28 -6.39 -4.28 

a. Dissociation energy of state. 

b. Energy change +( ) . + . of N . H2 ,H NH reaction for given 

state. 

,, 

) 

( 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Contour map of the specific intensity of NH+ plotted 

in the center of mass coordinate system. 'l'he small 

circles locate the positions of the intensity maxima 

found in scans of the angular distribution. Forma

tion of the ~- state is forbidden inside the circle 

marked Q = -3.6 ev. The circle marked Q = 0.6 ev 

is a reasonable upper limit for the velocity of NH+ 

with no internal excitation. 

Fig. 2. Qualitative potential energy curves for the low lying 

states of NH+. Energies at potential minima and at 

asymptotes are placed relative to each other according 

to the experimental data in reference 9 and the 

assumption of a 3.55 eV dissociation energy for the 

4 -L: state. 

Fig. 3. The relative kinetic energy change Q for the peak 

intensity at 0° in the center of mass system plotted 

as a function of initial laboratory energy of the N+ 

projectile. The uncertainty in each value of Q is 

approximately ±o.2 ev. 
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